The COLORKU Story
Like a lot of good ideas, the idea for COLORKU came in a dream! Yes, Dr Mark had
become addicted to the ancient Chinese game of SUDOKU, but was ever frustrated by
having to erase on newsprint or start all over on the computer when he made a mistake
solving the puzzle. (yes, even he makes a mistake or two) Then in the middle of a surgery
(kidding, it was really a dream) it came to him in the form of a rainbow !!!
“That’s it!” he thought! COLOR !!! Solve the game on a board, with marbles you can
feel, pick up and move and in colors you can see! One of every color in every row and in
every column and in every box! VIOLA!! The idea was born!
So out to the shed with a hand drill…. And a square piece of wood. Then off to the craft
store to find small wooden balls, and paints in 9 dazzling colors ( we actually went
through 117 different paints until we got just the perfect combination of colors). Call out
the dog and kids.. it’s time to drill and paint! So our summer vacation consisted of kids
and family and friends painting thousands and thousands of wooden balls in the 9
dazzling colors now found in COLORKU, and drilling thousands and thousands of holes
in both square and round boards. Soon we stepped forward in technology and used a drill
press. Admittedly we burned a lot of wood and went through a lot of drill and router bits,
but we got there!
Friends, family, and even total strangers were mesmerized by the game. No one could put
it down. Friends were telling friends and complete strangers were begging for the boards.
The game of COLORKU is awesome in itself, but with the COLOR conversion card you
can use COLORKU to solve any SUDOKU puzzle from any source!
Well there is only so much drilling and so much painting of little balls that any family of
six and their dog can handle. Everyone wanted a game, some people actually needed one.
There was no choice, we had to mortgage everything and get into manufacturing
COLORKU , make it available to the masses, and, at the same time, become the next
American success story . (We can dream can’t we?)
So, we formed a little company M (Matt) A (Ali) D (David)
C (Carly) A (Asperheim) V (VanOosterum) E ( Elvis, he‘s our dog)
B (Budde, our Bird) IRD GAMES. MAD CAVE BIRD GAMES, LLC.. Our little
company is manufacturing and distributing COLORKU! It is, for now, our only game
(we will have supplemental puzzle packs, and replacement balls, should the cat swallow
any of yours), but if the bank doesn’t foreclose and the masses support us, who knows
what the next dream may hold!
So now YOU can join the craze that is sweeping the nation! Play COLORKU ! It’s a
great game of skill and logic and great exercise for the mind of people of all ages. Our
game comes with a high quality wood playing board, 81 wood marbles in 9 dazzling
colors, a high impact clear bubble top that adheres to the board for storage and serves as a
holder for the balls while you play. We include 104 puzzle cards in five levels of

difficulty, ranging from easy to extreme, a solutions booklet, and a color conversion card
for solving any sudoku puzzle from any source you might find.
The game sounds simple, but oh can it be tough! Get one and only one of each color of
marble in each of nine rows, each of the nine columns and each of the nine 3 x 3 squares.
Each puzzle has but one correct solution. Each puzzle card starts with a designated
number of “clues” telling which marbles in which color to place where on the board. It’s
your task then to fill in the rest of the board with the rest of the marbles in a way that you
have only one of each color in each row, each column, and each box .
So get started, buy one for your Mom and Dad, Grandpa and Grandma, Brothers and
sisters, friends and neighbors, and even the guy next door and have fun… help keep your
brain strong… and help us keep clothes on our kids backs!
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